
Hot off the Press 

OE Watch (November ‘20) - This edition contains 59 foreign 

articles spanning over 30 different regions and countries 

covering OE topics from the foreign perspective. 
  
OE Watch (October’20)  - This edition contains 56 foreign 

perspective articles to assist leader development, training, 

education, governmental, and analytic communities. 

Recommended Readings / Videos 

TRADOC G2 produced a video ICW MCoE TPO IBCT depicting 

how a BDE will fight MDO in 2028. (MilSuite  or YouTube)  

 

Two videos were unveiled at the October AUSA Conference.  

1. The first is from TRADOC G2 and provides a quick 

overview of the NDS 2+3 Threats in the Current OE. 

 

2. The second is from Army Futures Command (AFC) and 

depicts the challenges of the Future OE Threats. 
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Monthly WEG Challenge 

Have you considered naval threats in your analysis? 
Which of these Fast Attack Crafts has the longest    

cruising range ? 

1. Kaman Class Iranian 
Fast Attack Craft 

 
 
 
 
2. Azmat Class Pakistani  

Fast Attack Craft 
 
 
 
3. BK-16 Raptor Class Russian 

Fast Attack Craft 

Training & OPFOR Updates 

Threat Tactics Course (TTC) - TRADOC G2 launched Phase 1 of our 

previously only resident TTC, available through JKO (click on 

Course Catalog, search “OPFOR” in the “Name” search box). The 

8-hour TTC examines the WHY in tactical decisions, and is 

recommended for all leaders in tactical formations who want to 

improve their understanding and decision making on how best to 

employ U.S force capabilities and ways to counter threat tactics.  

Once complete students are eligible for phase 2 which is 

instructor delivered via remote or in-person MTT.      

 

Information Operations Network (ION) 2.0  - TRADOC G2 is now 

offering a bi-weekly ION 2.0 Training Seminar conducted over MS 

Teams. This is in preparation of the release of ION 2.0 at the start 

of 2021. The 2-hour block of instruction covers the Exercise 

Participants and Administrative capabilities of ION 2.0.   

 

Exercise Support Application - TRADOC G2 consolidated previously 

cataloged exercises into the Exercise Support Application (ESA) 

for future use. There are over 50 exercises and 200 significant 

role player biographies that were relocated from EDT to ESA and 

are ready for use.   

Mad Scientist 

Explore the Operational Environment in 

Four Models of the Post-COVID World (now 

through 2028) and The Future Operational 

Environment: The Four Worlds of 2035-2050.   

 

Check out the content from our recent Robotics & Autonomy 

Series of Virtual Events and watch the associated videos (using a 

non-DoD network). 

DATE / ATPs / OE Updates  

DATE Pacific Update  - One Page Infographic summarizing the 

updates across the PMESII-PT Framework (totaling over 500 

pages of OE content with over 250 sub-variable topics per country.  

DATE Users Conference  - TRADOC G2 will host to first virtual DATE 

Users Conference on 12-14 January 2021 on MS Teams. This 

event is intended to enhance integration and coordination 

between developers of the training OE, scenario developers, and 

end users. 

Coming Soon 

ATP - North Korea (ATP 7-100.2) Re-Release 

ATP - China (ATP 7-100.3) 
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